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Abstract

Positron lifetime spectra in BaTiO$_3$ single crystals were measured at temperatures up to 873 K, also at room temperature after quenching from temperatures up to 473 K. The explored temperature range includes the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition. The material displays an irreversible behaviour when heated, with anomalies around $T_C$. The temperature dependence of the positron lifetime becomes reversible only after annealing above 550 K. The results suggest modifications of the charge state of non-equilibrium vacancies occurring at moderate temperature and microstructural changes taking place at high temperature. The reversible behaviour of the annealed crystal is consistent with thermally activated positron trap formation.

Barium titanate (BaTiO$_3$) is a text-book example of displacement-type ferroelectric perovskite [1], widely studied for its interesting basic properties and extensive applications. In this material, defects originated by the preparation method and contaminants in the reactants have been observed [2]. As a consequence, cation and anion vacancies as well as impurities at the Ba and Ti sites can be expected in as-prepared samples. Oxygen vacancies often compensate for metallic impurities. The electrical properties of barium titanate, including ferroelectricity, are strongly influenced by the presence of the above-mentioned defects [3].

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is a well established technique for the study of vacancies, due to the sensitivity of annihilation characteristics to the local electron density and to ability of open-volume defects to trap positrons. In particular, the positron lifetime technique (PALS) has been successfully used to study the thermal formation of vacancies in metals and alloys [4, 5] and, recently, in intermetallics [6, 7]. The application of PAS to the study of defects in insulators and semiconductors is also possible, although it is complicated
by the modifications of the charge state of the defects occurring with temperature changes and doping [8].

Previous information regarding positron annihilation in BaTiO$_3$ can be found in [9–14]. Positron lifetime effects related to structural phase transitions, tetragonal–orthorhombic–rhombohedral, and to the corresponding hystereses were observed in BaTiO$_3$ during temperature dependent measurements in the range of 77 K to about room temperature [11]. In contrast, angular correlation and lifetime measurements [9, 14] in the temperature range including the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition gave no evidence of any sensitivity of positron annihilation characteristics to this transition. Calculations for the lifetime for free and defect-trapped positrons were reported by Ghosh et al [15]. In the present work, the evolution of the positron lifetime in single crystals of barium titanate has been measured in situ during thermal cycles including the critical temperature $T_c$ of the ferroelectric–paraelectric transition.

The single crystals were prepared by melting BaTiO$_3$ powder in KF flux and by cooling down the melt at a rate of 10 K h$^{-1}$. The estimated concentration of accidental metallic impurities (Na, K, Fe) is of the order of 100 atomic ppm for each species, for a total content of impurities below 1000 atomic ppm. At thermal equilibrium, monovalent impurities at Ba sites and trivalent impurities at Ti sites are compensated by oxygen vacancies [2]. As-prepared single crystals were transparent with a light yellow tint. The samples used for PALS were cut to a thickness of 1.5 mm from the single crystals by a low speed diamond saw. The damaged surface was removed by mechanical polishing.

Positron lifetime spectra were measured with a conventional ORTEC fast–fast time spectrometer with a resolution of 250 ps (FWHM). A $^{22}$NaCl source of about 35 $\mu$Ci was directly deposited onto the samples. During a typical measurement, about $10^6$ coincidence counts were collected. The spectra were analysed by means of the POSITRONFIT program [16]. A source correction (lifetimes 325 and 1250 ps, intensities respectively 5% and 0.2%) was applied.

The measurements were performed between RT and 873 K. The temperature of the samples was monitored by soldering chromel–alumel thermocouples to the samples, and was automatically stabilized to $\pm 2$ K.

The lifetime spectra observed in as-prepared samples could not be analysed in more than one component. The mean life of this component, which however might be an average over an ensemble of unresolved components, was $\tau = 193 \pm 1$ ps, well above the value of 166 $\pm 0.5$ ps that was obtained after annealing (see below). Figure 1 depicts the evolution of $\tau$ in a thermal cycle reaching the temperature of 473 K. During the heating stage, $\tau$ shows a monotonic decrease, until it reaches a relative minimum of 190 ps. This minimum is located very close to the critical temperature ($T_c \approx 393$ K) of the ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition. A further increase in the measurement temperature induces an increase in the positron lifetime up to 192 ps, followed by a marked decrease when the temperature is higher than about 420 K. The lifetime minimum (186 ps) is reached at the highest temperature of the cycle. During the cooling stage, the positron lifetime remains almost constant at this level. Further heating at two temperatures below and above $T_c$ did not produce lifetime changes.

The irreversible behaviour shown in figure 1 demonstrates the presence of native lattice disorder in the as-prepared single crystals. Positrons are trapped in vacancy–like defects and annihilate there with a lifetime longer than in the bulk. The presence of a dip around 393 K in the curve representing the heating stage suggests that at least some of the positron traps can change their charge state from negative or neutral to positive when random internal electric fields relax due to the onset of the paraelectric behaviour. Following this line of interpretation, the part of the heating curve with a positive slope (from about 390 to 410 K) might indicate an opposite change of the charge state, due to an upward displacement of the Fermi level. On the other hand,
Figure 1. Evolution of the average positron lifetime as a function of the temperature in as-prepared BaTiO₃ single crystals: ● first heating stage, ■ cooling stage, □ second heating stage. Two overlapping points at 293 K (cooling stage and second heating stage) have been artificially separated in the figure.

the negative slope of the curve observed above 420 K is certainly to be seen as an irreversible recovery stage, during which the initial structural disorder is gradually disappearing. When the heating cycle is interrupted at 473 K, the recovery is incomplete, as shown by a positron lifetime still above the minimum observed in well annealed samples. The nature of the residual traps seems to be different from that of the traps that have already disappeared, since the reduced sensitivity of the positron lifetime to the temperature indicates that the dominant traps are in a fixed charge state. Positron trapping at Ba vacancies has been suggested as the main cause of positron trapping in BaTiO₃ by Suvégh et al [13]. However, attempts to resolve the lifetime predicted [15] for Ba vacancies (293 ps) by constrained fits of the lifetime spectra were unsuccessful. A superposition of components associated with Ti and O vacancies (predicted lifetimes 204 ps and 162 ps respectively) [15] would be in better agreement with the experimental results. The effect of oxygen vacancies, possibly in the form of complexes with metal ion vacancies, is also strongly supported by the results of Massoud et al [14]. Oxygen vacancies are believed to be effective positron traps in other perovskites [17–19]. Trapping at oxygen vacancies and vacancy clusters in YBCO has also been predicted by several calculations [20–22]. The non-monotonic temperature dependence of the positron lifetime observed during the heating stage of the thermal cycle might be explained in terms of a change of the charge state of oxygen vacancies from neutral to positive and to neutral again under opposite actions of internal electric fields and temperature on the position of the local Fermi level.

Fully reversible dependency of the annihilation characteristics on the temperature, was obtained after thermal treatments above 550 K in air. Only one component was resolved at temperatures below 523 K; free fits in two components were successful at temperatures from 523 K to 773 K. As shown in figure 2 (open diamond), the lifetime τ₂ of the second component has a mean value of 219 ± 3 ps, without a systematic temperature dependence. This value, which is intermediate between the predicted values for trapping at Ti and at Ba vacancies,
Figure 2. Annihilation characteristics in well annealed BaTiO3 single-crystals: lifetime $\tau_2$ of the long living component from free fits (open diamonds); lifetime $\tau_1$ of the short living component from constrained fits with $\tau_2 = 219$ ps (open squares); average positron lifetime $\tau_{av}$ from constrained fits (full circles).

does not allow a definite identification of the positron state corresponding to the long living component of the spectrum. The two-component analysis could be extended down to RT by fixing the lifetime of the second component at 219 ps. The average positron lifetime $\tau_{av}$ obtained from this constrained analysis is also presented in figure 2. A sigmoidal increase of $\tau_{av}$ with the temperature is observed; special effects at the ferroelectric transition were not seen in this case. The room temperature value of $\tau_{av}$ is $166 \pm 1$ ps. This value is closer to the theoretical prediction [15] of 152 ps for free annihilation in bulk BaTiO3 than the experimental value of about 175 ps, measured at room temperature for sintered BaTiO3, after annealing in air at atmospheric pressure, by Massoud et al [14]. The moderate disagreement with the theoretical value may be due to a small unresolved contribution of trapping at thermally stable defects. On the other hand, it may be mentioned that the calculations tend to overestimate the positron annihilation rate with core electrons, leading to bulk lifetimes that can be 10% shorter than the experimental ones [23, 24].

The temperature dependence of $\tau_{av}$ strongly suggests a thermally activated process. A similar behaviour was also observed in sintered BaTiO3 by Massoud et al [14]. The possibility that the effect is to be explained in terms of competition trapping between shallow traps and vacancies was discussed and discarded in [14]. The argument was that the binding energy of positrons in a Rydberg state is expected to be very low in BaTiO3 due to the high dielectric constant of this material. An alternative interpretation can be based on the hypothesis of thermal formation of new traps. Based on this hypothesis, we have analysed our data in accordance to the simple two-state version of the well known positron-trapping model [25–27].

The trapping model can be used for obtaining the trapping rate at these sites from the measured average lifetimes $\tau_{av}$, by means of the equation

$$k_v = \frac{1}{\tau_b - \tau_{av}} \frac{\tau_{av} - \tau_b}{\tau_b - \tau_{av}}$$

(1)
where \( \tau_b \) indicates the positron lifetime in the bulk crystal (straight line through the low temperature points in figure 2) and \( \tau_d = \tau_2 \) is the positron lifetime in the trap. According to the model, the trapping rate \( k \) is proportional to the concentration of traps, and is thus expected to depend on the temperature as given by the relationship

\[
k_v \propto \exp\left(-\frac{H}{k_B T}\right)
\] (2)

where \( H \) is the trap formation enthalpy and \( k_B \) the Boltzmann constant. This dependency is shown in the Arrhenius plot presented in figure 3, which corresponds to \( H = 0.50 \pm 0.01 \text{ eV} \). It is difficult to reconcile this value with the formation of intrinsic disorder in BaTiO\(_3\), which is estimated to require energies from 2.29 eV to 2.58 eV for various Schottky defects and 4.49 eV to 7.56 eV for different Frenkel pairs [2]. A possible alternative is that the positron traps are formed by the dissociation of impurity–vacancy complexes, whose binding energies would fall in the correct interval [2]. We cannot discard, however, the hypothesis of a change of the charge state of impurity-related traps.
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**Figure 3.** Arrhenius plot of the positron trapping rate in well annealed BaTiO\(_3\) single crystals, as obtained from the data of figure 2 according to the positron trapping model.

The conclusions of the present work can be summarized as follows:

(a) an irreversible behaviour of the temperature dependence of the positron lifetimes in as-prepared BaTiO\(_3\) single crystals indicates positron trapping at vacancy-like defects;
(b) a reversible behaviour, consistent with the annealing of thermally unstable native defects, is obtained after heating in air at temperatures above 550 K;
(c) different families of positron traps are present in as-prepared samples, which have tentatively been identified with Ti vacancies (negative charge state) and with O vacancies (charge state reversibly changing from positive to neutral and vice versa in dependence on the local Fermi level position);
(d) thermal activation of positron traps is observed in annealed samples, with an activation enthalpy which seems too low to be attributed to the formation of intrinsic disorder.

The present work gives evidence of the importance of native defects in determining positron annihilation characteristics in BaTiO\(_3\). Complexes formed by accidental impurities with compensating vacancies are also suspected to determine the thermal equilibrium behaviour
with respect to positron trapping. Future applications of PAS as a technique for defect characterization in BiTiO3 require further preliminary studies on samples doped with controlled concentrations of impurities.
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